
TEMPFLOOR INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

TEMPFLOOR: Tile Size: 6”x24”x3/4” ea. Tile ( one square ft.) Tiles will 

be delivered preassembled in 3’x4’ panels (12 tiles to a panel) Panels will be 

strapped to a pallet. A pallet will have up to 1200 tiles per pallet. The tile 

weighs 1.1 lbs per tile.  (See Figure 1.) 

FIGURE 1 

CONNECTING TEMPFLOOR PANELS 

 

    HARD SURFACE: 
 

              One smooth hard finish surfaces a         

 rubber mallet may be preferable.   

             (See Figure 2) 

 

     IRREGULAR SURFACE: 

 
  On softer surfaces such as on grass, sand or any non-solid surface,      

  a Steel Hammer is recommended.  This will help compensate for 

  the trampoline effect that may occur when installing on irregular  

              surfaces.  (See Figure 3) 

  

  On soft surfaces some kind of support such as a wooden board   

  underneath the joint line may be required to provide sufficient  

  support to ensure proper connection.  (See Figure 4) 

 

       

       To connect one panel to the next, on the length side,  ensure 

      that the Claws of one panel are evenly and accurately lined-up 

     over the Hinge Bars of the adjoining panel, then apply a sharp 

     and concise blow with the Steel Hammer over the Claw. 

     (See Figure 5) 

FIGURE 2 

FIGURE 4 

FRONT BACK SIDE 

FIGURE 3 

NOTE:  If the claw hinge does not snap over the bar on the first try, it 

means it was not properly lined up.  Reposition the claw over the bar 

ensuring a proper alignment, and try again.  It will be obvious when a 

proper attachment has been achieved. 

 

FIGURE 5 



Disassembling Temp Floor Panels 

  
     Temp Floor can be disassembled in the same 3’ X 4’ panels by raising the floor slightly with one hand at the joint 

line and sharply striking down on the adjoining tile with the other hand. Once disconnection has been initiated, it 

will continue effortlessly to the outer edge of the panel through its own momentum. (See Figure 6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alternatively, thanks to the Temp Floor’s Hinge Design feature, Temp Floor can be rolled up  (6’ x 20’ rolls ) 

can be efficiently handled. (See Figure 7) 

FIGURE 7 

CAUTION:  Always wear gloves when handling TempFloor Panels.   

                    The plastic supports on the underside, can be sharp and  

                    cause scratches or cuts to bare hands.   

On the width side of the tile make sure the male Wing Side is aligned with the Rectangular Bar Side.  
 

NOTE: Not aligning properly may cause breakage for the Wing Clip  

FIGURE 6 


